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ABSTRACT: Japanese robot animation has a very long history and many masterpieces have
been produced. Robots play very important role in the story for showing deep story-telling and
unique drama. Now, it is becoming more and more famous all around world with the
development of video production technology and spread of the Internet. This research focuses on
the “battle scenes” that could show robot’s action, force and speed and so on. Battle scenes are
one of the most popular features of the robot animation and always include a lot of cut in one
episode. In this research, we have extracted the battle scenes from existing robot animation. Then
we analyzed and compared every cut in these scenes. We also produced a library that can show
the scene structure as well as performance information by searching battle scenes’ characteristic,
robot’s action, camerawork and so on. Finally, we conducted an evaluative experiment using this
date library, and the results shows it can present rules of cut segmentation and composition, and
facilitates the ability of drawing a storyboard of robot animation’s battle scenes.
Keywords: Robot Animation, Battle scenes’ designing, Cut Segmentation and Composition
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characteristics in account, those data is
1. INTRODUCTION
not enough to correspond to such kind of
Robot anime is one of the most popular
battle scenes.
genres in Japanese anime. There are
The purpose of this study is to create a
many masterpieces that have been
supporting system that includes camera
produced in the past and that have won
blocking, which can be used during the
high popularity all around world. In this
production of battle scene construction.
study, we have focused on “battle scenes”,
For this purpose, we have selected some
a popular characteristic which is usually
existing robot anime’s battle scenes and
composed by large number of shots for
extracted every shot of them for
producing the robots’ actions, power, and
analyzing the screen structure factors.
speed and so on. During the production
Then, with these results, we made a
of robot anime, directors must think
library of performance information
about
how
to
combine
scenes,
including battle scenes, camera blocking,
presentation techniques and robots
camera works and so on.
actions within characteristic scenes.
In the past, some research of camera
work and lighting work has been down,
2. RELATED WORK
but very little research of shot design has
Kanematsu [1] has analyzed existing
been performed. Therefore, taking scene
film works and made a library for
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classifying camera’s motion path.
Nakajima [2] has also gotten numerical
data by using “MatchMover”, and
created a database that collected more
types of camera works.
These research achievements yield that
we can simulate camera works by
searching for a camera’s motion path and
technical terms such as pan and dolly.
However, according to the performance
information in production of the robot
anime, camera work design is not
enough. In contrast, searching merely by
camera’s motion paths and technical
terms in a database is not applicable for
producing battle scenes.
In addition to these research results, for
supporting robot anime’s battle scenes,
camera blocking and screen structure,
we aim to propose a searching system
that can be connected with robot’s
actions or presentation techniques by
analyzing scenes common factors,
special film transitions such as wipes,
which are used as a way for showing a
robot and its pilots at the same time of
robot anime ’s.

With the above conditions, we have
extracted the battle scenes from robot
anime’s, and made a record of battle
scenes’ serial numbers, source anime’s
titles and episode numbers, battle areas,
such as the ground or the air, the battle
scale that are showing the magnitude of
battle’s construction, battle situation,
behavioral patterns of robots and
characters, fighting abilities’ variation of
robots and characters, and stories for
showing what happened in this battle
scene. We have arranged the above data
as 17 provisions for analyzing and then
recorded them into a library.
3.2 The details of battle scenes’
analysis and classification
This study has analyzed existing robot
anime’s by the rule that was recorded in
Chapter 3.1. In Chapter 3.2, we show the
details of the classification and the
results our analysis.
First, according to the battle scenes’
characteristic that was recorded in
Chapter 2.1, we have classified the data
from the battle scenes as the following 18
provisions.
(1) Scene number
(2) Title
(3) Episode
(4) Length of scene
(5) Amount of shots in this scene
(6) Battle area
This segment shows the area where the
battle takes place. We categorize areas
into the ground, the air, the space and the
indoors according to the robot anime
which was chosen in this research.
Furthermore, the battle area may change
during the time of battle. For example,
the battle area can be changed from the
air to the ground. We recorded these as
“Exchange” within the details.
(7) Amount of machines
(8) Main machines

3. A NALYSIS OF EXISTING PRODUCTIONS
In this study, we chose and analyzed
some existing robot anime with high
sales such as “Mobile Suit Gundam
SEED”, “Neon Genesis Evangelion”,
“Fafner in the Azure: Exodus” to be able
to create the supporting system of shot
designing.
3.1 A nalysis of scenes’ characteristics
First, in this study, the rule for
exchanging scenes is basic to stages of
pictures; time slot and characters’
replacement that has been concluded by
Kaneko [3].We have dealt with battle
scenes that include every shots of a
robot’s attacking action what were based
on this rule.
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(9) Behavior of main machines
(10) The purpose of submachines
(11) Sub machines
(12) Behavior of sub machines
(13) The purpose of sub machines
(14) The battle scale
This segment classifies 4 kinds of
magnitude of battle’s construction by the
robots which entered on stage and fought
in the battle scene.
(a) 1 vs 1
(b) Either of one party with 2-4 robots
was recorded as limited battle
(c) Either of one party with 4-9 robots
was recorded as mass battle
(d) Either of one party with over 10
robots was recorded as grand battle
(15) End of the scene
(16) Situation of the battle
This segment classifies 4 kinds of
situations with the main object in the
battle scene.
(a) We recorded as superiority when the
main
object
with
favorable
situation.
(b) We recorded as inferiority when the
main
object
with
favorable
situation.
(c) We recorded as rivalry when the
main object with equal situation.
(d) We recorded as reversal when the
situation of main object has been
changed.
(17) Story
This provision has recorded the details of
a battle scene’s story.

Figure.1 An example of a battle
scene’s structure
©XEBECzwei, FAFNER EXODUS
PROJECT, MBS
Table.1 An example of a battle scene’s
analysis

Item
Scene number
Title & episode

Length of scene
Amount of shots
Battle area
Amount
of
machines
Main machines
Behavior of main
machine
The purpose of
submachines
Sub machines
Behavior of sub
machines
The purpose of sub
machine
Situation
End of the scene

Figure.1 shows an example of a battle
scene’s structure, and Table.1 shows an
example of the same battle scene’s
analysis.

The battle scale
Fighting abilities’
variation
Story
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Details
SC-FFN-2
Fafner in the Azure:
Exodus episode 9
35.94s
16
Exchange→from the
air to the ground
More than 5
Fafner Mk.Sein
Battle
Beat enemy
Fafner
Fetum
Battle

Mk.VIII,

Invade the base
Reversal
Enemy was
down
Grand battle
No changed

beaten

Hero machine
intervened in the
battle area as
reinforcements, and
wiped out the enemy
at once.

3.3 Shots extraction from battle scenes
Then, we have defined a picture that was
shot from the beginning of camera’s
rotation path to the end of it as one shot.
Then we divided every shot from the
battle scenes that have been analyzed by
using Windows movie maker after we
classified the battle scenes’ characteristic
in this study.

object, shot size of the main object,
stories for communicating what was
happened in this shot. We have arranged
the above data as 13 segments and then
recorded them into the library.
3.5 The details of shots’ analysis and
classification
This study has classified the data of shot
information as next 17 segments
according
to
the
performance
information what was recorded in
Chapter 3.4.
(1) Shot number
(2) Title
(3) Length of shot
(4) Action
This segment records the actions that
robots or characters are carrying out 1
shot. We have classified the following 11
actions in this segment.
(a) Standing
(b) Move
(c) Attack
(d) Transform
(e) Hutten
(f) Evade
(g) Defend
(h) Return
(i) Confirming the information
(j) Conmunicate/Corresponding
(k) Rescuse
(5) Actions detail
This
segment records the detail
information about robots actions such as
Attack—shooting and so on. We record
actions detail form both main object and
sub object in this study.
(6) Amount of robots
(7) Objects
This
segment
records
robots
or
characters that are appearing in the shot.
We also defined their role in the story as
the following 6 roles by Kaneko [5].
(a) Protagonist
(b) Protagonist’s robot

Figure.2 The work screen of shots
extraction
Therefore, we have extracted and
analyzed 2531 shot from 73 battle scenes
from 10 robot anime’s
.
3.4 A nalysis of shot information
We have defined the actions and poses of
characters, stages of the shot and the
camera work that can show how to
project shots, as 3 requisite factors for
designing
direction
according
to
Kanematsu [4]. Thus we analyzed the
performance information in every shot by
using this rule.
Accordingly the process of shots
extraction , the above
performance
information has been recorded as shots’
serial numbers, source anime’s titles,
main object and sub object that is
showing role of the characters in a play,
such as the protagonist or the antagonist, ,
amount of objects, actions of the objects
with detial. Also, the details, subject’s
pose, stage of one shot,
camera’s
motion path, camera angle of the main
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(g) When the camera is moving form
objects upside to bottom side, we
record that as “dropping”.
(h) When the camera is not moving, we
record that as “fix”.
(11) Camera angle of the main object
This segment records the camera angle
of the main object. We defined the
following 3 camera angles according to
Sijll [7].
(a) When the camera has been set on
the upside of the main object and
look down at the main object. We
recorded it as “High angle”.
(b) When the camera has been set on
the eye level of the main object.
We recorded it as “Medium angle”.
(c) When the camera has been set
under the upside of the main object
and look up at the main object. We
recorded it as “Low angle”.
(12) Shot size of the main object
This segment records a main object’s
size in a shot. According to Grass
Valley [8], we defined the following 8
shot
sizes
within
the
position
information of the imaging area and the
relative size of main object .
(a) Long Shot
(b) Full shot
(c) Knee Shot
(d) West Shot
(e) Bust Shot
(f) Up Shot
(g) Close-Up
(h) Detail
(13) Story of the shot
This provision has recorded the details
of a shot’s story.

(c) Antagonist
(d) Antagonist’s robot
(e) Cooperator
(f) Cooperator’s robot
We then classified them as main object
and sub object based on which one was in
the camera’s focus.
(8) Pose of object
This segment records the postures of
objects. We recorded pose form both
main object and sub object in this study.
(9) Stage of the shot
This segment records the stage that is
showed in the shot. We classified 5
stages that are usually used in robot
anime.
(a) Ground
(b) Air
(c) Space
(d) Cockpit
(e) Indoor
(10) Camera’s motion path
This segment records the classifications
of the cameras motion path. In this study,
we classified the camera’s motion path as
the following 8 types according to
Kanematsu [6] .
(a) When the camera is approaching to
the objects from the initial position,
we record that as “approaching”.
(b) When the camera is going back to
the objects from the initial position,
we record that as “back-type”
(c) When the camera is going side by
side with moving objects, we record
that as “panning”.
(d) When the camera is circling around
objects, we call record that as
“semicircle”.
(e) When the camera is going around to
objects and returns to the initial
position at last, we record that as
“revolving”.
(f) When the camera is moving form
objects bottom side to their upside,
we record that as “rising”.
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As the cut segmentation and composition,
we found some trends about how to
project robots or characters in a shot
within the characteristic robots actions
according to compare with these shot
information.

Figure.3 An image of a shot
© Sunrise, MBS, Project Valvrave
Figure.3 shows an image of a shot, and
Table.2 shows an analysis sample of this
shot.
Figure.4 A shot of shooting action
©Sunrise, PROJECT ANGE

Table.2 an analysis sample for a shot

Items
Shot number
Title

Length of shot
Amount of robots
Main object
Action
of
main
object
Action detail of
main object
Pose of main object
Sub object
Action of sub object
Action detail of sub
object
Pose of sub object
Stage of the shot
Camera’s
motion
path
Shot size of main
object
Camera angle of
main object
Story of the shot

Details
VVV2-S17
Valvrave
the
Liberator
00：05.08
2
Protagonist’s robot
Attacking

As illustrated in Figure 4, robots are
shooting with diffusion-type weapons or
throwing-type weapons such as missiles
and javelins. We compared 231 shots of
shooting action, and found 183 shots are
where the camera or the object itself is
backed for a feeling of increasing the
weapon’s size as a trend of projectile
shooting actions.

Attacking--close
combat
Flying with a
forward‐ bent
posture.
Antagonist’s robot
Hutten
Hutten- Explosion
None
Air
Fix
Full shot
medium angle

Figure.5 A shot of shooting action
©XEBECzwei, FAFNER EXODUS
PROJECT, MBS

Explosion of
Antagonist’s
machine
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showing subjects shot size. So, we found
there is a trend that the size of the robots’
parts or weapons is usually increased and
the west shot are usually used in the close
combat.

As illustrated in Figure 5, robots are
shooing with hand-held weapons such as
a beam rifle. We have analyzed 206 shots
which include that, and there were 181
shots showing that robots are placing the
weapons in front of their body when they
are shooting. So we found a trend that
shows that robots usually put their
weapons in front of their body before
shooting.

4. THE SUPPORTING SYSTEM FOR
CUT
SEGMENTATION
AND
COMPOSITION
In this study, we proposed a shot
collection scrapbook in which the user
can search for reference information for
production structure or shot design for
battle scenes.
Users can search and read both scene
information and shot information by the
categories which were recorded in
Chapter 3.
The detailed information for the shot
collection scrapbook was saved as a XML
file, and can also be searched or read in
HTML.

Figure.6 A picture of a close combat
©BONES,PROJECT STAR DRIVER

Figure.8 Interface of the scrapbook

Figure.9 A search result of the scrapbook

Figure.7 A picture of a close combat
© Sunrise, MBS, Project Valvrave

As illustrated in Figure 8, users can
search for scene information by using the
categories which were recorded in
Chapter 3, and can also read the details
from search result as shown in Figure 9.

As illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7,
we have analyzed 177 shots showing
close combat in robot animations. As a
result, we found that there were 139 shots
that show the size of the robots’ parts or
weapons are increased during the shot
and there are 112 shots used west shot for
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Step 3
As the experiment, the evaluators should
design a storyboard of the story that was
presented by using our shot collection
scrapbook. Then we counted the number
of shots that were designed and how long
it took for them to the finish of shot
design. We also take inquiries from them
to evaluate our system.

Figure.10 Interface of the shot
information scrapbook

5.2 Results of the experiment
Table.3 shows the results of the
experiment. We recorded the detailed
data which from the experiments
described in Chapter 5.1.

Figure.11 A search result of the shot
information scrapbook
As illustrated in Figure 10, the interface
of the shot information is the same as the
scene information scrapbook. Users can
search the detailed shot information by
using the categories which were recorded
in Chapter 3, and can also read the details
from the search result as shown in Figure
11.

Table.3
Tester
1
2
3
4

5. EXPERIMENT

Results of the experiment
Time
Amount of shot
27m09s
19shots
25m21s
17shots
29m57s
21shots
23m49s
23shots

The inquiries show that each of the
evaluators replied “useful” as the
evaluation of our system. We also
received some comments about the
system such as “It is interesting to search
the
information
about
the
robot
animation’s battle scenes and I can make
a storyboard simply by understanding the
process of the battle with this system.” or
“It is useful to amateurs who without the
experience of the robot animation, I’m
really expect the evolutionary system
which can be used in the production.”
and so on.

5.1 Summary of the experiment
We have conducted an experiment to
evaluate the efficiency of this supporting
technique and system which we have
proposed.
In this experiment, we chose 4 university
students and graduate students who are
aiming to work in the video contents
industry and who have experience with
video production but no experience about
the production of robot animation.
The experiment was conducted as in the 4
following steps.
Step 1
We briefed the evaluators how to use the
camera blocking scrapbook in the form of
a lecture.
Step 2
We presented one original story about
fighting robots to test subjects, and let
them think about the scene structure.

5.3 Examination of the experiment
These results and evaluations suggested
that the shot collection scrapbook we
proposed can help the users create scene
structure and shot design more efficiently
although they are no experience about
robot animation’s production.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

dissertation, (2015)
[5] Mitsuru Kaneko, Kunio Kondo,
Golden rule of the character making,
Born Digital, Inc. (2010)
[6] Yoshihisa
Kanematsu,
etc.,
Digitization and application of the
lighting information within image
analysis,
Tokyo
University
of
Technology, (2009)
[7] Jennifer
Van
Sijll,
Cinematic
Storytelling: The 100 Most Powerful
Film Conventions Every Filmmaker
Must Know, (2005)
[8] A handbook of video production,
Grass Valley, Inc. (2014)

The purpose of this study is creating a
supporting system for when producing
battle scene structure. We therefore
classified
and
analyzed
scene
characteristics
as
well
as
shot
information in order to find the trends
about cut segmentation and composition
in the robot animation’s production . We
also made a library for classifying the
behavioral patterns of robots and
characters to be able to create a
supporting system that can help to create
battle scenes by using this information.
In addition, we investigated the
efficiency of this supporting system by
performing an evaluative experiment. Up
to this end, we have succeeded to propose
a supporting system which shows
reference information for producing
battle scene structure and shot design.
Further studies are needed in order to
improve the database to be able to
simulate composition of shots into the 3D
animation.
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